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229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Find Out What
Women Really Want The rules that apply in the game are mostly counter-intuitive and this is one of
the reasons many men are left scratching their heads in trying to figure out the behaviour of
women when it comes to choosing mates. When you figure this out you ll see that there is really no
complexity. You just need to change the way you see things. Attraction Is Caused By Value In basic
terms value is anything that helps you and your offspring to survive and reproduce. Aside from that,
value is anything that provides good feelings. We are programmed to be drawn towards what s of
value to us. Hence to be attractive to women you have to learn how to convey your value, or rather,
avoid doing things that diminish your value. When a woman meets you she has the same
motivations as you regarding what she wants however there are caveats: There needs to be sexual
tension to enable her attraction to grow and you have to be non-needy,...
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Reviews
This ebook is definitely not easy to get going on looking at but quite fun to learn. We have read and so i am sure that i will gonna study once more yet
again later on. I am very happy to inform you that here is the finest publication i actually have read inside my personal daily life and might be he best
publication for possibly.
-- Sister La ng osh
This book is fantastic. This is certainly for all those who statte there had not been a really worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Da le Fa hey MD
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